
Observing Animals 

Subject: Observin!:) animals in nature, expanding the realm of nature jour
naling 

Duration: Field Trip 

Settin~: Variable (ideally a zoo, animal refuge, or lar9e park where wild
life are present) 

Materials: Journal, pencil 

National Standards - LSl.A, LSl.B, LS2.A, LS2.B, LS2.D, LS4.A, LS4.B 

Quidin9 Theme: Action-nature journaling! Teaching students to work 
quickly and write down observations because animal encounters can be 
brief. 

Activity Instructions 

1. This lesson is designed for a field trip, ideaUy to a beach or park. This will allow 
students to view a variety of wHcHife and extend the amount of time they can ob
serve an animal. 

2. Students can, and are encouraged to, use 2-3 pages for this assignment. The ani
mal might move around a lot. 

3. This will be the first journal entry of a non-plant or stationary item. Often Ani
mal Encounters spark a lot of questions and observations. Emphasize to students 
that this is a good activity to focus on their !N!WIRMOs. 

Su!J!Jestions for Drawin!J the Animal 

Animals might move around a lot. Students should start with a l'.juick sketch, and 
then fill in the drawing. !t is okay if students on!y get partway through a drawing, 
and then the animal moves. Encourage them to try drawing it again in a new {oca
tion and position. 

Things to notice and pay attention to with the animat: 

Physical parts (head, body, eyes, feet/flippers, etc.) 
How it moves 
How it interacts with its habitat 
How it behaves 
How it eats 
How it reacts to other animals, or humans 



Discussion Questions 

What was different about observing an animal versus a plant or tree? 

Did you notice anything new about the animal that yol.,( have never noticed before? 

Did yol-! notice anythini;i. surprising about the animal? 

How was your animal different when it was moving compared to when it was stW? 



Example Journal Ent ry: 
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